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Nominations received
for minority vacancies
ByJoaaGestl
Staff Reporter

N*wiphoto by Gon* J. Putkar

Production
rehearsal

University Theater members rehears* for iho July 12-14 performance of
Jacques Brel It Alive and Wall and living in Paris

The cast includes, from

University Provost Kenneth W
Rothe yesterday received two nominations from members of the Black
minis concerning the two vacated
positions in the Student Affairs
Program
The caucus nominated I)r John
Scott, associate professor of speech,
and Floyd Bagwell Jr.. a counselor in
tin' Student Development Program, to
act as interim co-assistants to the provost for minority aflairs on a part-time
basis
William F Pitts, former director of
the Student Development Program,
was reassigned to coordinator of
academic liaison in Student Affairs
June 19

loft, Pom Dinermcn University gradual*; Howie Fullerton gradual* student.
Mike Foley. senior ( A& S). and Michel* Gallery, gradual* student

DR. WINIFRED O Stone resigned

Upward Bound helps students
By Karri Truman
Staff Reporter
Seventy students participating in the
Upward Bound program arrived on
campus June 17 to complete one
phase of a three-phase program
designed to orient high school students
to college level work.
The students will stay for six weeks
as part of the summer phase of the
Upward Bound program They will
"live in college dorms and take classes
for a six week period." according to
Clarence Daniels, assistant director of
the program
Upward Bound, a federally-funded
program for low income high school
youth, is composed of an academic
phase, a summer phase and a bridge
component phase. Daniels said
"The academic phase runs nine
months while the students are in their
home high school." he said.
"There they receive counseling, tutoring and vocational guidance "
During the summer "we give the
students a college experience Its one
of our most intensive aspects of the
program." Daniels said
THE FINAL STEP is the bridge
component phase where the student,
upon graduating from high school,
enrolls in the University during the
summer This summer 14 students in
the bridge component phase are
enrolled as regular college freshmen
"The bridge component phase is the
transition period where we get the
students ready to stand on their own."
Daniels said. "Dependence on the program tends to become a crutch. We
gradually take the crutch away ."

Funded through the Department of
Health. Kducation and Welfare
lHEWl. Upward Bound has 300 programs in the United States and Puerto
Rico combined. Daniels said HEW
supplies 80 per cent of the funds with
the remaining 20 per cent coming from
the University
"Originally Upward Bound was a
poverty program under the Office of
Economic Opportunity tOEOl."
Daniels said "Funds have been cut in
OEO. but our funds out of HEW have
remained relatively the same ."
The purpose of the program. Daniels
said, is to "take low income youth and
prepare them for college
"We work with low income youth
who are underachievers, but who have
shown potential for college work." he
said
BOWLING Green's program, in
operation for six years, serves the
areas of Toledo. Lima. Fostoria and
(jibsonburg. Daniels said, adding that
there are more than five Upward
Bound programs in Ohio
"We work in conjunction with other
universities." he said. "July 14 there
will be the first annual Bowling Green
Upward Bound Invitational with
competition in track, basketball, academics, bowling and talent."
Ivory Suesberry. recreation programmer and an instructor in physical
education, said each year competition
is held for all Upward Bound programs
Bowling Green will hold its own
invitational July 14 at Whittaker track,
he said Suesberry. also an assistant
basketball coach, added that July 28
Upward Bound "Olympics" will beheld

To accept new job

Vice provost resigns
Dr. Raymond J Endres. University
vice provost for continuing education,
submitted his resignation Monday to
accept the position of dean of
continuing education at California
State University in Sacramento on
Sept 1
"The eight years I have spent at
Bowling Green have been
tremendously rewarding--both
professionally and personally." Dr.
Endres said.
He explained that an urban setting
provides greater opportunities for
community service projects.
"Although I'm making a lateral
move. I welcome the challenge this
new position offers," Dr. Endres
commented.
Dr. James Bond, former University
vice president for student affairs, is
president of California State at
Sacramento.
Dr. Endres said he felt that his
former association with Dr. Bond at
Bowling Green and his teaching
experience at California State from
1960 to 1966 might have played a minor
role in his selection for the new
position.

>.-

DR. ENDRES new duties will
include supervision of the summer
session, extension courses such as
nursing, criminal justice, public
administration, urban planning and
other special programs.
Kenneth W. Rothe. University
provost and acting president, said be

was sorry to see Dr. Endres leave.
"He has handled so many tasks that
it will be difficult to replace him," Dr.
Rothe said.
He added that the University is
considering replacing Dr Endres' job
with two positions because of the
amount of work involved.
Dr. Endres came to the University in
1965 as an assistant professor of
education In 1968. he served as
assistant dean of faculties for special
projects, and in 1970. he was named
director of continuing education. He
assumed his present post in 1971.

Dr. Raymond

MM

at Central State College in Wilberforce. Ohio, in which Bowling Green
will participate
The youngest students accepted in
Upward Bound are high school sophomores. Daniels said For a student to
join the program he can either contact
his high school counselor or be recommended by his high school, social
agency or church.
EDWARD ELLIS, sophomore (Ed I.
said he started in the program after his
sophomore year in high school. Ellis, a
program assistant for Upward Bound,
said his duties include assisting tutors,
staff members and students.
"We expect a lot from the students,"
he said. "The program benefitted me.
I'd like to help the project benefit
others "
Donald Smith, sophomore (A*S>,
also a program assistant, said his
duties included helping students and
the staff.
Sunday was "kick-off day for the
students." Smith said This is a
"stepping stone" where students can
"talk to administrators, talk with other
students and see college life in action."
he said.
Smith, who has been on campus for
five quarters, was in Upward Bound
two years and went through the bridge
component program.

poverty guidelines." Daniels said
This includes living in a federal
housing project or receiving some sort
of public assistance, he said.
*

June 26 as assistant to the provost for
minority affairs
The statement released June 27 by
Dr. Rothe requested Caucus members
to nominate by July 4 four persons
with broadly representative
viewpoints" to act as interim-only coassistants
The statement said the administration will choose the co-assistants
who will work from July 5 to September IS.
Dr Hothe said there had been a typographical error in the statement concerning the dates that the co-assistants
were to begin work
HE SAID THE administration did
not intend to have to make a hasty
decision overnight "Speed is not the
most important thing. Coming to a considered decision is." he explained.
Dr Rothe said he received the
nominations at 3 p.m. yesterday "and
it will be some time until I respond to
it."
He said he hopes a decision will be
reached by the end of next week.
GEORGE MILLER University
graduate and a member of the Black
Caucus, said only two names were submitted "because I didn't know it had to
be four names, specifically."

"THE TWO PEOPLE must be able
to work together to build an effective
Caucus structure and suggest
mechanisms for the expression of all
minority concerns to the Provost's
Office," it continued
The nomineees must meet with the
approval of the Black Caucus and other
minority groups before a decision is
made, according to the statement
it is our hope that by September a
full-time Assistant to the Provost will
have been appointed." the statement
said
It said that if an assistant to the provost is not chosen by September, the
administration will re-evaluate the
situation, seeking the advice of members of the Black Caucus and other
minority groups

WBGU--an alternative
By Lli Bobbin
Those who have been looking for an
alternative to commercial TV
programming need not look far. There
is a public broadcasting station in
Bowling Green that offers services and
local programs that no other stations
do.
WBGU-TV. Channel 57. on Troupe
Avenue, serves 19 surrounding counties
in northwest Ohio with 750,000 watts of
power and in color The tower, located
near Leipsic, Ohio, sends the station's
signal over a 55 mile radius.
Dormitory residents can get WBGU
on lounge sets by turning to channel 12
Off-campus students can get it on the
same channel if there is a cable hookup.
SOME OF the public shows on
WBGU range from news programs
dealing with pressing national issues.
to children's shows, to "how to"
programs, such as cooking, gardening
and yoga."
"Update." WBGU's half-hour
weeknight news show at 5:30. presents

a different format from other
commercial stations. News Director
Mel Martin incorporates his philosophy
into the program.
The philosophy deals more with what
happens in the Ohio legislature.
Gilligan's administration and
government agencies.
Another program produced by the
news department, and also syndicated
through the Ohio Educational
Network, is "Ohio This Week". It
focuses on issues that are relevant to
Ohio citizens.
TOPICS RANGE anywhere from
corruption in Columbus to the occult
explosion. The program is aired
Thursday's at 7:30 and Saturday's at
6 30p.m.
On the production end, Larry Reid is
in charge of student employment and
has approximately 20 to 30 students
working for him.
They work a maximum of 20 hours
weekly in a variety of paying jobs.
Positions open to students include
cameraman, technical director,
director, soundman and switcher.

"IT WAS AN introduction to college
life and study skills." he said. "We saw
how regular students made their way
through college and in this way the program helps prepare the student for
college."
Program assistant Joyce Sparks,
sophomore (Ed. I. said Upward Bound
"helped me socially. My study habits
improved and I learned to get along
better with people "

In another capacity, students can
work in the art department, be a
secretary, write news releases and the
news department has an intern
program for those interested
TONIGHT A new one-hour program
featuring Mexican-Americans , "Las
Raza I"iii<l.i will be shown at 7:30. It
is produced by and for MexicanAmericans in Ohio and will run ten
weeks.
One new show WBGU just received
and one that Joan Gordon, director of
public information, is "excited" about
is "The Silent Years." The premiere of
the 12-week series will be shown
tomorrow at8:30p.m.
It will be all the old great silent
films. Tomorrow night's film will be
The Gold Hush starring Charlie
Chaplin.
A problem Gordon is having is one of
money.
Her office puts out a free monthly
program guide.
"There is a
tremendous response from the
viewers, but advertising is a big
problem." she said. They now print
10.000 copies.
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB) is funded by the
government and a new appropriations
bill is pending in Congress If House
Bill 8538 and Senate Bill 1090 are
passed CPB will get more money.
ANOTHER service WBGU offers is
Inner-Campus Television lITVI which
feeds four lines to the campus through
cable. These channels are supplementary video aids that teachers can
use in their classrooms
During the regular school year I TV
shows between 700 and 900 films in 20
different departments.
Approximately 40 districts with
public and parochial schools in
northwest Ohio receive an in-school
cable system which broadcasts from
8:30a.m until 3:30p.m.
This is another aid which helps
teachers from kindergarten through
grade 12.

She said sometimes the student
"doesn't see how it helps until he gets
out of the program, but there is a benefit "
Staff members went through a threeday orientation last week, she said,
which included a basic introduction
into the program.
The regular Upward Bound students
who are here for six weeks have
special classes of their own geared
"more at the high school-college level
to orient the student to what college
life is like." Sparks said
Debra Black, sophomore, also a program assistant, said the program promotes "interaction with people and
other students from different backgrounds."
SHE SAID she gained a better
knowledge of myself and was taught
self-dependence-how to be on my
own."
There are separate teachers for different classes and each teacher has a
tutor and project assistants, she said.
Areas stressed are history. English,
reading, math and science. Daniels
said. However, there are other classes
that can be taken as electives.
"Students choose three subjects." he
said, "and sign up for two electives.
Upward Bound, in the department of
education in the office of minority
affairs, is "the most successful of all
the poverty programs," Daniels said
To be eligible for Upward Bound, the
student must "meet the federal

He said the caucus discussed the
nominations, voted, and then sent its
decision to Vivian Lawyer, University
director of human resources, to be
delivered to Dr Rothe
The statement released last week
said the co-assistants also will work together with the administration and the
Black Caucus to nominate members
for screening committees which will
then consider applicants for the two
vacated positions in minority affairs
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USUALLY channel 57 signs on at
3:30 in the afternoon and is on until
11:00 p.m.. but since the Watergate
hearings started. WBGU has been on
until early morning
The Public Broadcasting System
(PBSI. through the National Public
Affairs Center for Television, has been
feeding public TV stations Watergate
hearings starting at 8 p.m
This format is for the working people
who miss the daytime broadcasts.
According to a survey done by CPB's
Communication Research Office,
public television attracted more than
20 per cent of the total Watergate
viewing audience in six major markets
during the first five days of the Senate
hearings.
WBGU-TV recently conducted a
survey and found that people want
more public broadcasting.
"A problem in this area." Joan
Gordon said, "is that we have to
educate people to the fact that we are
here. But we're working on that."
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dirty dick-he just ain't talking

congratulations
Hearty congratulations to all those named on the Nixon
administration's "Opponents List and Political Knemies
Project.''
Because il the White Mouse considers you an enemy, you have
just been given a back-handed compliment.
"How can we use the available Federal machinery to screw
our political enemies'"' The government's intentions were
hardly applaudable
But their "best-laid plans" were subverted, and the end result
benefilted the "enemies'" by dubbing them "friends'' of the
American people
"I'm just delighted," columnist Mary McCrory said. "My
phone hasn't stopped ringing with calls from jealous friends who
didn't make it."
Paul Newman, also honored, commented whimsically. "I
would like to thank John Mitchell. Jeb Stuart Magruder, John
Dean and Maurice Stans lor making this award possible "
To those designated as "enemies" who didn't share Mary
McOrory's delight-take comfort in the knowledge that you
probably have more friends than enemies.
S. Sterling Munro. chief aid to Senator Henry M Jackson, said.
"Where do they get these clowns, anyway'' They have absolutely
no political judgment at all."
Well said

more time
The recent hassles following the reassignment of William E.
Pitts from director of the Student Development Program to the
Student Affairs area have demanded calm action on the part of
the University administration and the Black Caucus.
Both parties are commended for keeping it cool.
Now two Black Caucus nominations have been submitted to fill
the two vacancies in Minority Affairs. The original
administrative statement requested four nominations.
This puts the administration in a tight situation, because their
right to choose has been eliminated.
But the Black Caucus also was put in an equally tight situation,
because the original statement required that nominations be
submitted by July 4. This was not sufficient time to examine all
possible candidates for the positions
As University Provost Kenneth Rothe said. "Speed is not the
important thing Coming to a considered decision is."
More time must be allotted the Black Caucus to choose
additional nominees. This decision is much too important to
rush.

By Kim M. Scklaefer
Edlter
After John Dean's devastating
whodunit testimony. Senator Lowell
Weicker's dramatic (but nonetheless
righteous) indignation, and Watergate
Committee Chairman (bless him) Sam
Ervin's doubledogdare-you directed
at President Nixon, the American
people need no longer wait for a
"rebirth of wonder."
We are all wondering just what in
hell is going on.
Last week's "Watergate Show"
clinched top television ratings as soap
opera and game show freaks turned the
dial for more chilling scandal than
"Peyton Place" could ever deliver.
DEAN I INWAVERINGLY told boobtube land of the conspiracy that
evolved into "a way of life" in the
Nixon Regime-pay-offs, promises of
clemency, dirty dealing the Justice
Department and the FBI, tampering

opinion
with a Federal trial and attempting to
besmirch the Ervin committee
Heavy-duty stuff
Nasty Old Dean spilled the
proverbial beans And the biggest
stains covered the natty countenance
of our beloved ('resident The next act
should be enlightening-possibly Dirty
Dick doing an executive version of a
laundry detergent testimonial
commercial "Truth-Suds" works in
hot, warm and cold Watergate?
But Dirty Dick has little chance of
coming out squeaky clean. Hub-adubdub routines rarely work in the hot
water in which Dean's well-aimed wet
nasties are sitting
ALL THE WHILE Dean was singing
his version of "It's All Over Now. Baby
Blue." Dirty Dick remained as

so they say
< umrdUn BUI Coaby oi hli recent
naming to the Nixon Administration'!
"Opponent! List and Political Enrmlei
Project": "(I wai merely) a token
black on the list. Anyone who would
hug Sammy Davis can't be all bad."

sequestered as a monk land about as
talkative) behind the imposing portals
of the Presidential Palace at San
Clemente. Perhaps he is on his way
toward rivalling the burrowing
techniques of the illusive Howard
Hughes. And it seems the only one who
can make him come out to play is
Leonid Brezhnev.
On the other hand, he may be hard at
work compiling, revising and updating
his "Opponents List and Political
Enemies Project"
But one thing is certain-Dirty Dick
ain't talking
Perhaps our non-public President is
discouraged by the recent Harris poll

results. Even before Dean commenced
with his articulate, calculated mudslinging. two-thirds of those surveyed
indicated that they don't buy Dirty
Dick's self-proclaimed land oh so
humble and sincere) innocence bag.
THE BOOS AND hisses will
undoubtedly crescendo if toe President
persists in his non-vocal policy.
Because this distinct and blatant
silence is irrevocably damning,
particularly in light of Dean's highly
persuasive testimony.
Then again. Dirty Dick may be tired
of chewing on his shoe leather
Everything the poor flag-waver says is

ex-pow's trying readjustment
By Ui Bobbin
GaestCokunnist
The American people were overjoyed when the POW's returned from
North Vietnam
The efforts of VIVA and Red Cross
were realized. Those organizations
devoted a lot of time and money
towards pressuring the North Vietnamese to improve prisoner camp
facilities and prisoner treatment.
Warm welcome homes, with no
exceptions, were given to all POW's by
the American people.
But, bygones couldn't be bygones and
Air Force Colonel Theodore W. Guy
accused several ex-POW's last month
of conspiracy.
AFTER SPENDING five years in
the North Vietnamese prison camp,
affectionately referred to as "the

Plantation"; coming home, relaxing
and getting caught up with the world
seemed to be top priority.
Life could not be that wav for the
"Plantation eight" after they were
accused of selling out their fellow prisoners for the return of soft treatment
from prison guards
Readjusting is hard enough for these
men, as was the case of Air Force
Capt Edward A. Brudno, who committed suicide last month for no apparent
reason
Because Marine Sgt Able Larry
Kavanaugh. one of the eight, could not
adjust, and also because of the tremendous pressure put on him from Col
Guy, plus all the publicity, he shot himself June 27 at his in-laws' home His
wife, Sandra, blamed the American
people for killing him
THE REASON he committed suicide

check coca cola monopoly bill no. 978
Isn't there one Congressman either
in the Senate or House or Representatives who will check into the Coca
Cola Monopoly Bill No 978 which just
passed the Senate on Thursday, June
14th by voice vote which would exempt
a large corporation such as Coca Cola
LA., who made $6 8 million net after
taxes in the year 1972. from the antitrust laws of the United States''

to the shareholders came out onequarter of 1%.
If Congress is going to keep faith
with the businessmen and particularly
us grocers during this price freeze,
they should quit passing special
interest legislation for those people
who have enough money and enough
power to influence enough Congress-

I'm presently confined in the
Chillicothe Correctional Institution. I
have no one to correspond with
"female " I know there must be a girl
on campus who would enjoy
corresponding and even want to meet
me if the correspondence is successful.
I'm 28 years old and have a chance to
be out in January of 1974 and no later
than December of 1974. I'm looking for
a steady correspondence.
I'm 6'2" tall, weigh 180 lbs., have
dark brown hair and brown eyes. I'm
Caucasian, but race is no barrier.
I'm from Toledo and been married
and divorced 1 have a two year old

listening to the 'enemies list'
The extent ol the animosity th.it
Nixon and the conspirators in the
White House have for my newspaper.
The Washington Post, couldn't be fully
known before the release of his political hate list Only two former staff
members are on it, Our dread rival.
The Washington Star, has placed three
players on the Nixon anti-team
The Boston Globe has achieved
similar recognition Even the howlingly pro-Nixon New York Daily News
has managed to put one man on the
White House fecal roster
Failing to win a Pulitzer Prize is
nothing compared to his humiliation
Even our great cartoonist. Herblock. a
man second to none in the depth and
longevity of his contempt for Richard
Nixon, is excluded, while one William
Hines. Jr., the science and education
writer of The Chicago Sun Times, has
wormed his way on to the All-Star
team
How are we Post Toasties going to
explain that the chairman of the board
of the IBM and president of the Otis
Elevator Company can get on the list
and we can't? The public is going to
i conclude that we're secretly on the
Nixon payroll or that we get our honeymoon money from the blackmail fund.

DEAN: I'm trying to be practical
We have a very small concentration
camp capability.
Colson: Shut up and write.
Dean: I've run out of names.
Colson: Rosemary, get this timid
jerk a copy of the Chicago telephone
book and then tell him to start copying
Ehrlichman: Colson. what's your
grandmother's name doing here?
Colson: Anything for my President.
Mitchell. Why is Jane Fonda on the
labor leaders' list?
Haldeman: She's supposed to be on
the one with Shirley Chisholm. Barbara Jordan and Yvonne Braithwaite
Burke
Mitchell: But she's white, isn't she?
Haldeman: I want her sterilized
anyway.
Mitchell: Do Jews have a special
category, too?
HALDEMAN: Will you shut up1
Kissinger's in the next room negotiating with the Chinese.
Mitchell: You want him on the
Chinese list?
Dean (grabbing Ehrlichman s list
away from him): Hey. what the heil is
this? Why am I on your list? John,
you're trying to set me up again.
Ehrlichman: Oh year? Let me see
yours. (He takes Dean's list away from

hun ' Just as 1 thought Listen. Dean.
I'll take your name off when you take
mine off.
Dean: I wanta see a lawyer.
Colson: Rosemary, get the Akron.
Ohio, and the Springfield. Mass , phone
books and a lot more paper
Ziegler (entering from the Green
Room) Hi, fellas Gee. you guys are
working real hard.
Colson (in a stage whisper): Oh. hell,
it's the dummy. Hi. Ron. we're just
working over a few names as possible
Presidential appointments. You know,
like Daniel Schorr of CBS for Secretary
of Defense
Ziegler (looking over Colson's
shoulder): That's nice. But you've got
Senator Fulbright and Senator Proxmire down there
Haldeman: Oh. that's a different list.
That's a list for a party we're giving.
Like a weenie roast and camping. You
know, like a camp. Now you run along
to the press room. Ron, and announce
it., (exit Ron) if there's anybody left to
announce it to.
Mitchell: There'll be those guys
from The Washington Post. Why won't
you let me put their names down?
Haldeman I told you. The boss
doesn't want to dignify shabby journalism with incarceration.

men to pass special interest
legislation
Can't I get somebody to listen to me?
If you are interested please call me at
213-732-6271 or write tome
Robert E Laverty. President
Thriftimart. Inc
1837 S Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles. Calif „ 90006

fine job done in paving lot
I'd like to take this opportunity to
congratulate the maintenance
department or parking services,
whichever was responsible for the
paving of parking lot H. This is the
faculty lot behind the Life Sciences
building and Overman Hall. It was
really needed, because the last time it
was resurfaced was at the same time
last year.

female correspondent needed

LUCKILY a tape recording exists
which will exonerate us and prove that
we staffers were excluded out of the
malice Nixon bears for us The
recording was made by a cleaning
woman who comes in to the White
House once a week to tidy up.
Ordinarily when she works for a
family, she limits her activities to
sweeping and dusting, but she was
forced to stick a recording machine in
the pocket of her apron to protect herself when she overheard Dean, Haldeman and Ehrlichman trying to figure
out a way to blame Watergate on her
Here's the transcript:
Rosemany Woods (President
Truthful's private secretary emerging
from the Oval Office and addressing
the previously mentioned three plus
Charles W Colson and John Mitchell):
The Boss says more speed please. The
number of his enemies is growing
faster than you're writing their names
down
Dean: I think we should start with a
few and when we get the bugs whoops, sorry about that word - ironed
out of the machinery then we can go
bq| time.
Ehrlichman Think small, think
small. Play it safe, put a memo in the
files. All you ever do is worry about
covering your fanny.

can only be assumed So far his wife's
belief seems to be the right one. though
it be harsh, she put the blame where it
should go.
Col. Guy accused Kavanaugh with
little evidence and plenty of heresay.
much the same way some people have
become judge and jury of President
Nixon without substantial evidence
That is why the Marine Corps has dismissed the case
Monday he was buried in Lt Logan
National Cemetary in Denver. Colo It
was very sad to see another kind of
victim of the Vietnam incident, one
that had survived the rigors of war, but
could not survive the American people
One of his comrades summed it up
very well This Marine said. "The
American people should give the POW
all the consideration and help when he
needs it But otherwise, leave him
alone

letters

Who's been paid off? Why was
Senator Kastland so interested in
passing this bill? Why have so many
Senators supported this bill and why
was it passed so secretly by voice
vote?
We citizens and businessmen who
work so hard for a buck should start
investigating the Senate of the United
States and ask them to do a little house
cleaning with their own members.
1 am a groceryman who last year did
over $250 million in sales and our profit

By Nicholai von Hoffman

challenged. He is probably
approaching acute paranoia. Even a
re-run of the "Checkers Speech" would
be futile at this point. The Humane
Society would probably file a formal
complaint.
So the present philosophy of
government, in direct conflict with "of
the people, for the people and by the
people," seems to be "UP THE
PEOPLE!' And Dirty Dick is doing a
fine job of carrying this philosophy to
the bitter end
Dean justified his testimonial
supercool with. "Really, to tell the
truth is the easiest thing in the world."
Evidently Dirty Dick doesn't agree

daughter. I'm interested in astrology
and I'm a Capricorn.

What I would like to inquire into is
why not more than fifty yards stands
one of four student lots and one faculty
lot all of which are constructed of high
grade gravel and dirt plus various sizes
and shapes of chuck-holes.
As a point of information to any
person who does drive several miles to
get to BG and does not want to lose
their car in a hole or a cloud of dust
during the summer or find it caked
with mud that some passing car put
there during B.G.'s nine month rainy
season, these lots are commuter lots 4.
7. and 9. on-campus lot 8. and faculty
lotP
George Young
342 Sycamore St.
Waterville. Ohio"

Terry W Henney No 136-568
PO Box 5500
Chillicothe. Ohio 45601

is this peaceful coexistence?
Some may say "We are now
cooperating with Russia." but if you're
in such a category and espouse peaceful coexistence consider these facts.
JFK took his office in Jan. 20. 1961
and by June 15 of 1961. Krushchev
threatened to turn over Berlin to East
Germany unless we recognized the
sovereign status of their puppet East
Germany.
By August of 1961 the Berlin Wall
was erected, and on Aug. 31 of 1961. the
Reds resume open-air testing nuclear
Is this peace? NO!
Then in Sept 1960 the Reds via the

National Liberation Front were on the
attack in Vietnam, by 1962 on the
attack in Cuba. How does isic) the
actions of the Russians constitute
peace?
The enemy is Russia and will be so
until they renounce their goal of world
conquest.
Further information on political
science, international relations from
me.
Douglas R Keith
4297 Main St

Perry. Ohio 44081
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Cockroaches-good lob animal'
By Fraa Drag
Miia^ta* Kelior
Several hundred live cockroaches share 523 LifeScience Bldg
with Dr.
Koberl C liraves. professor
of biology
Dr Graves, who teaches
entomology at the University, is raising three colonies
of cockroaches for his students
The professor said he
keeps the insects so his
students will not have to
spend tune looking at dead
specimens
Dr Graves is raising two
colonies
of cockroaches
from the tropics He also
has a budding colony of
hissing cockroaches from
Madagascar
"Cockroaches are a good
lab animal." Dr. Graves
said "You can raise them
without too much trouble."
Dr Graves keeps his
"pets" in plastic containers
lined with shredded papers
He feeds them dog biscuits,
cereal such as 40'", Bran
Klakes and pieces of apple
once in a while

Insect
inspection

DR. GRAVES keeps cockroaches, but his major interests are beetles,
especially
two families,
tiger and ground beetles
His 21 years of work with
beetles is evidenced bv the

Ncwtpiwt* ■yMidtMlO.
A cockromh geli a cloM examination by Or. Robert C. Gravel.
proraitor of biology, who raises and home* several hundred
cockroaches in rh« life-Science Bldg.

Pre-registration planned
About 3.200 incoming
freshmen and their parents
will flock to the University
beginning Monday as preregistration
gets underway
Parents and students will
be welcomed to the University at McDonald West cafeteria and will spend the
night at Offenhauer Towers
during their two-day stay on
campus designed to acquaint
them with college life.
About 200 persons will
arrive at the University

Monday through Thursday
until the program ends
August 2
When they arrive on
campus, students will be
given an information packet
containing literature
describing University programs and services
Students taking foreign
language, biology and music
placement tests will be able
to do so during pre-registration All students are required to take the English
placement test, and a speech
and hearing test.

WHILE STUDENTS are
testing, parents will be
given tours of the main
campus. Life Science Bldg .
Business Bldg , and the
Library They also will meet
with representatives from
campus safety, financial aid
and
placement
offices,
campus counseling center,
food service, campus
housing, office of the bursar
and Air Force and Army
Reserve Officers' Training
Corps
Parents and students also
will meet with the students'
respective college dean and

advisor, and students will
register for fall classes
Students will be able to purchase
textbooks before
leaving campus
In order to give parents
and students a break from
the rigors of meetings and
testing, recreation passes
will be issued for swimming,
bowling,
and
billiards
Refreshments also will be
served
throughout
preregistration. and students
and their parents will be
treated to a variety show
staged
by
University
students

files and files and drawers
upon drawers 01 collected insects that fill the entomologist's office
Beetle collecting is a
family affair for the
Graves' Dr Graves, his
wife Anne (' . also a
biologist, and their three
children have been out
camping and collecting for
as long as three months
When we first started
collecting we had one old
sleeping bag. Dr Graves recalled Later we purchased
a $35 tent from Sears Now
we have a camper But.
"I'm always glad to come
back to the house again." he
said
Dr. Graves had been
through many states and
into Canada collecting specimens. There are still some
places to go. " he said
Some beetles are difficult
to catch, according to Hi
liraves The insects can run
very fast in the sand or can
see persons coming and (ly
away Dr Graves recalled

one instance where he had to
develop the ability to throw
the net like a javelin to catch
a certain specimen
YET EVEN MRS. Craves
gets into the collecting
spirit
"Yes. she goes
along," Dr Graves said
"She catches just as many
specimens as I do and
maybe more
Dr Graves' rarest tiger
beetle specimen was caught
by his oldest son on a trip in
Idaho
When Ihe specimens come
home. Dr liraves mounts
the insects and prints Ihe
labels on his own printing
press "When you have a
large number of insects
from the same place you can
get writers cramp." he
said
Dr
Graves taught
entomology at Flint College.
Mich , before coming to
Bowling Green seven \i\n s
ago
"Howling Green is too
flat." the prolessor said "It

A free bicycle program designed to
provide bikes to those who need them
and to reduce bike theft should be in
operation within two weeks." Robert
Beard, a bicycle commission member,
said Monday.
Beard, also a Health and physical
education
instructor for
Ihe
University, said eight white-painted
bikes would be distributed for use
throughout tin- city.
"When 'die person is finished with the
bike, he will be asked to leave it in an
available rack." Beard said.
The bikes will be placed on campus,
at the city puol and in the downtown
area, he said
FIRE
DEPARTMENT
Chief
Howard Rutter Jr said the program
should help reduce thefts.
"If bikes are available why steal
someone else's?" he said
The program has been successful in
other communities, most notably in
Madison. Wis.. Beard said.
He said, the proposal came through
the bicycle commission
The commission, appointed by
Bowling Green City Council last May

Try Our Organically Grown

Student Play Welcome!

BOA CONSTRICTOR

BGSU GOLF COURSE

BRATHAUS
"Happy Hours"

"TO IDENTIFY specific streets for
bikes is going to be difficult." Beard
said, because of the money involved
and the way the city is designed.
'There are few through
thoroughfares." be said. With the
exception of Wooster there are none
going east and west.
Rutter, bicycle commission and
traffic commission member, said he
sees no problem with the traffic
commission
approving
signs
designating bike pathways. However,
if
requests designated specific
bikeways there could be problems, be
said.
If the recommendation was to
"eliminate parking along the streets
the
traffic commission wouldn't
approve." he said.
"Bowling Green streets are
narrow." Rutter said. "We also have

"If you have kindergarten kids on
up" riding bikes, any rules are going to
be "difficult to enforce." he said.
"You can't really say no to riding
bikes on the sidewalks because
paperboys use the walks." he said
"All bikes should abide by vehicular
traffic rules and regulations." Rutter
said
The
bicycle
commission
concentrates its efforts in safety and
education for the driver as well as the
cyclist, Beard said
"The community is nol laid out wl^ll
for automobiles let alone for bikes." |)e
said

Choice of 6 patterns

9 Holes

18 Holes

* BGSU Students
All Others

$1.50
3.00

$2.00
4.00

Weekends
* BGSU Students
All Others

2.00
3.50

3.00
5.00

The French Knot
Corner of Court & Main

EMOTIONAL
AND MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID
Mon. 11 a.m.-l p.ra,
T-R. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
fri. 3 p.m.-6 pjn.

Todays Hobbies. Tomorrows Hierlooms

* Students must snow 10 and validation
tor special rates.

Friday Afternoon

Visit Our Pro Shop For The Finest In

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 4:00

TRY

Double Knit Slacks, Shoes, Golfing Supplies.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL!

DOMINO'S PIZZA

WOMEN'S SHOES
Regular $13.99 — $22.99

Beautiful

Buckeye House

NOW!!

You'll Like It!!

Birchwood Place
Mount Vernon

1 Pair - $10.00 — 2 Pair - $15.00
3 Pair for $20.00

Phone 352-5221

2 Bedroom/Furnished
Gas Heat and Air Cond.

SANDALS

$65 month/4 man rental

Regular $7.99 —$13.99

OFFICE

650 Sixth St, Apt. 3
352-9378

RUTTER
SAID
the
traffic
commission has not yet been presented
with proposed bicycle pathway routes
but some such proposal might be
presented at the next traffic
commission meeting later this month
He called the bicycle commission a
"controversial type of commission" in
that the diverse age groups operating
bikes require separate consideration

GREENS FEES
Weekdays

CALL

many
automobiles of university
students that need parking places "

Leather Purse Kits

East Po« Road at 1-75
Phone 372-2674 For Tee Times
354-9603

to study bicycle problems, has
recommended that some parking areas
be removed from South College Drive
between Clough and Wooster streets.
Beard said
"The street would be safer for
vehicles as well as cyclists." he said

20% off!

from

521 S Prospect

TO PROVE this point Dr
Graves can produce his
collection or one type of
beetle called the fungus
beetle which is living in his
laboratory Dr Graves has
not given this beetle water
for 15 years He explained
that the beetle is capable of
111.11111t.il tin nit
its own
water supply
Currently Dr. Graves is
working on a research project funded by an Ohio Biological .Survey grant The

professor and Paul Hokski
started working on the
"Ecological Succession of
Shore Coleoptera in Channelized Streams in Paulding
County" last year The project will be completed in
1974
Dr Graves is chairman of
the graduate committee in
biology Since 1952. he h. s
had 21 works published
Work number 22. a study of
the tiger beetles in Arkansas, l.tiuisi.m.i and Mississippi, is expected to be published this month
The protessor| is not
teaching this summer However. I usually keep pretty
busy.
Dr Graves said
Collecting lakes up most of
Dr Graves lime, but when
he gets a irce moment he
likes In garden "Ihketusee
things grow. ' he said
Dr Graves is a fellow of
the Ohio Academy of
Science and a member of
I'hi Beta Kappa He will be
le>Chlng Biology 435 anil 40ti
this fall

Bicycle plan organized

UP TIGHT?
THE HUTCH

is not particularly good for
insects The land is farmed
and sprayed." Dr Graves
said The professor said he
was afraid that the tiger
beetle was becoming extinct
where it was once common
because of insecticides
Dr Graves said he has
always been interested in
beetles
There are more
insects than all other
species of plants and animals," the professor said
The largest group of
insects is beetles "

This coupon entitles holder
to 1 small 1 item pizza & 2 cokes
for $1.75 or 1 large
Name
1 item pizza with
Address
3 cokes for $2.90
Phone .

$6-1 Pair - $10-2 Pair or Super Savings
3 Pair for $12.00
All Sales Final

HOURS:
10-5 MON. - SAT.

$

"On Their Way Out"
lor

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat 10-6

niki's booteru
■ 8 ipultlt l<nM»i

JI

fit* inti

JI-I

*i«nrn Wt0

Stadium Plaza
Center

$

COUPON GOOD ONLY FRI. JULY 6

$
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David Bowie-becoming a 'superstar'
By D»vld Mosely
"Should anyone think thai
my performance is merely
distraction or gimmicks
intended to obscure the
music's shortcomings, be
mustn't come to my
concerts. He must come on
my terms or not at all.
"My performances have
got to be theatrical experiences for me as well as
for the audience I don't
want to climb out of my
fantasies in order to go up

on stage-I want to take
them onstage with me."
These words portray a
solid, mature and almost
pre-fab David Bowie. The
quote is more than two
years old
Since those post-'The
Man Who Sold the World"
days. Bowie has become, in
effect, what might be
termed a superstar This
overnight, star-studded
fame did not surprise those
who were listening to Bowie
in earlier days. John

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:3*
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00
tu I:\SI-UIMISTI ii
BANtHF.T ROOM

Mendelsohn of Rolling Stone
magazine predicted in a
review of "Hunky Dory."
"David Bowie, will one day
make an album that will
induce us homo superior
elitist rock critics to race
about like a chicken with its
head lopped off."
Bowie, whose real name is
David Jones (he dropped
that one in 1966 when youk now who hit TV), started
into music around 1963 with
a band called David Jones
and the Lower Third. But
the band was a heavy-blues
group, and shortly after it
had begun Bowie left for
personal reasons: he wanted

to get out of the music field.
During the next couple
years. Bowie worked within
the Lindsay Demp Mime
Company of London where
he learned much of the
theatrics and pantomime he
employs in his stage
performance now.
A hit single in England.
"Space Oddity." reinstated
Bowie to his former position
in music. The money from
this single went into an
experimental community
for various artists cofounded by Bowie, called the
Arts Laboratory of
Beckenham. Kent.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515 E. WOOSTER

THE SUCCESS of "Space
Oddity" led to the release of
his first album; Down Beat
magazine said the album
showed Bowie as "a reasonably effective lyricist, a
sensitive singer in the softvoiced plaintiff Hardin-McCartney mold, and an
imaginative if sometimes
over-dramatic arranger."
Though the second album.
The Man Who Sold the
World." was weaker
thematically. it won Bowie
wider acclaim in the States.
Rolling Stone said. "Bowie
deals throughout this second
album in oblique and fragmented images that are
almost impenetrable
separately but which convey
with effectiveness an ironic
and bitter sense of the world
when considered together

Summer movies slated

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

MODEL SUITE
CALL

352-7444

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

Powder Puff
525 Ridge

July Clearance

This week Student
Activities is presenting the
movie "Little Big Man" as
the Film for Summer
Sundays feature. The movie,
starring Dustin Hoffman
and Faye Dunaway. will be
shown at 7 and 9 p.m. 105
Hanna. Admission is free.
The Best of Bogart and
Davis continues on Monday
night with Humphrey
Bogart in the 1941 film
"High Sierra" at 7 p.m.

A bus will leave the Union
oval at 5:30 p.m. on July 14
for Pine Knob. Tickets
I including
transportation
and concert) are $5.
For further information
contact Stefan Holmes,
Conklin Hall Desk or Chris
McCracken. Student Activities.

At 9 p.m. both Bogart and
Bette Davis will appear in
the 1939 film "Dark
Victory." The movies will
be shown in 106 Hanna.
Admission is free.
"Earth. Wind and Fire"
and the "Temptations" will
be in concert at Pine Knob
Music Theater at 8 p.m. July

"Jacques Brel Is Alive
and Well and Living in
Paris"
And if you don't believe it,
the University Theater will
prove it July 12-14 at 8 p.m.
in the Carnation Room.
Union
Based on the music of
Belgian singer-songwriter
Jacques Brel. the production
is "not a drama but cabarettheater ." Roger Gross,
associate professor of
speech and director of the
play, said.

14

Skit program

NOW IN PROGRESS

ENTIRE STOCK

FRYE BOOTS
JEANS & TOPS
YOU CAN AFFORD
WATERBEDS
POSTERS
LEATHER GOODS

from
Spring & Summer

NOW!!

His unhappy relationship
with the world is traced to
his inability to perceive it
sanely."
"Hunky Dory" was the
first Bowie album on the
RCA label Rolling Stone
called it "Bowie's most
engaging album musically..which also finds him
once more writing literally
enough to let the listener
examine his ideas comfortably, without having to
withstand a barrage of
seemingly
impregnable
verbiage before getting at
the idea."
"Ziggy Stardust" it
Bowie's claim-to-fame IP.
Released in July, 1972.
"Stardust" sported a more
public-ally acceptable David
Bowie, with more guitar and
faster tempos. The album

The Readers Theatre
production of "The Dick and
Jane Follies" will be
presented July 10 and 11 at
8:00 p.m. in Recital Hall,
Music Bldg. Admission is
free to the public.
Written and directed by
Joe Blades, graduate
student in speech, the
program of musical-comedy
skits gives a tongue-in-cheek
survey of American public
education from elementary
school to college, stretching
as far back as 30 years ago.

also got better air-play,
especially the loud guitar
songs like "Moonage
Daydream"
and
"Suffragette City."
Rolling Stone said of
"Ziggy Stardust.' "David
Bowie's most thematically
ambitious.
musically
coherent album to date, the
record in which be unites the
major strength of his
previous work and
comfortably
reconciles
himself to some apparently
inevitable problems.''
THE "PROBLEMS" areis -that although Bowie is
married, he is also a
trans vestite (f lamboyanUy
so). He has not. thank God.
fallen into the official
"drag-rock
syndrome"
inhabited by Alice Cooper
and Iggy Stooge. Bowie has
a lot of taste, and he has not
let his sexuality become
anything more than a simple
part of his music and
himself in a natural way.
This is what he means when
It's not even a problem;
rather, it is beautiful.
The new album. "Alladin
Sane." is a strange conglomeration.
While it
doesn't hold the thematic

unity of "Ziggy Stardust." it
snows Bowie heading in
many directions at once.
The heavy guitar cuts like
"Cracked Actor" and "Jean
Genie" connected to "Let's
Spend the Night Together"
are heavier and more
metallic than ever This is
somewhat disappointing, a
sell-out to ROCK AND
ROLL, but may prove to be
only a show of power; at
least I hope Bowie doesn't
end up here.
The title cut, "Alladin
Sane," is a jazz riff that
begins to sound like avantgarde and reminiscent of the
old King Crimson during the
instrumental interlude.
"Drive-In Saturday" and
The Prettiest Star" both
journey back to the roots,
the former to the 50's style
and the latter to the 30s and
40s. But the riffs are fresh
and alive, and they don't
succumb to the common old
overplayed and overdone
mumbo jumbo
I am
impressed with this album.
In the words of critic
Richard Cromelin. "I'd give
him at least a 99."
(Next
Cooper.)

week:

Alice

Theater production set

DR. GROSS explained
that Brel received acclaim
after touring France
composing and singing
"French art songs." an
equivalent of modern
folksongs.
"Brel could overwhelm an
audience all by himself-he
became a legend while
alive." Dr. Gross said. "He
had a complete commitment
to the emotional content of
his songs."

Dr Gross added that Brel
attempted to deal musically
with all of the feelings
people have.
"His music was not sentimentalized or euphemized.
He tried to portray the hard,
ugly things in people's
lives."
The idea to adapt Bret's
songs for a theater
production followed the
French entertainer's discovery by Americans
traveling in Europe in the
mid 1960s.
Rock composer Mort
Schuman wanted to
introduce Brel's music to
the United States, but
discovered that none of the
contemporary theater forms
were adequate to the task.
So instead of forcing
Brel's music into an
unnatural format. Schuman
decided to let the music
speak for itself.
The 20 songs are

performed
without
extraneous material.
"EACH SONG IS a little
play itself," Dr. Gross said
He explained that the
production opened in New
York and was very wellreceived by audiences and
critics alike.
"I've never heard anyone
who has seen Jacques Brel'
call it anything less than
fantastic," Dr. Grot*added
Tickets for
"Jacques
Brel" are available at the
Union Bow Office.
Admission is 25 cents for
University students, 50 cents
for high school students and
$1.50 for adults.

Oops!
In our last Issue, a typographical error listed 311
students enrolled in graduate school. The correct
enrollment is 1.311.

COMIX

tt to Vz off

STADIUM-VU
RESTAURANT
Monday & Wednesday Special

«*' CLaSSIFIED «•»

Rib Eye Steak Dinner
CAMPUS CALENDAR

Reg. $1.59 only—99c
Rib Eye Steak. Baked Potato. Tossed Salad,
Roll and Butter

Why pay 20c more next door a! Ponderosa

The World Student Association will meet at 3 p.m.
Saturday in 16 Williams Hall (International Lounge). The
coffee hour is open to everyone. Programs will be planned
for the summer including a fund raising drive for Vietnamese children.
"The Dick and Jane Follies of 1973" will be held at 8 p.m.
July 10 and 11 in the recital hall of the Music Building.
Admission is free.
The Mythopoeic Society will meet at 7:30 p.m July 10 in
the library of the University Lutheran Chapel. Lloyd
Alexander's Prydain series and related Welsh myths will
be discussed.

Tuesday Special

FISH & CHIPS
ALL YOU CAN EAT
FOR

$1.29.
English Style Fish and French Fries

Students International Meditation Society (SIMS) will
meet from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. July 11 in the Perry Room of
the Union. A checking meeting will be held for those who
practice transcendental meditation.
Students International Meditation Society (SIMS) will
meet from 7 to 9 p.m. July 11 in 103 BA. An advanced lecture for those who practice transcendental meditation will
beheld.
The University production of "Jacques Brel Is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris" will be presented at 8 p.m. July
12-14 in the Carnation Room of the union.
RIDES
Commuting from Lima. 2nd
session, a.m. classes. Would
like riders or alternate
drivers Call 222-1683
WANTED
Ever thought about being a

Crisis Phone volunteer?
There will be an open
meeting to answer all questions, including screening
and training, time obligation
and responsibilities. July 10.
at the United Christian
Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin. Bowling Green at
7:30 p.m. Call 352-7587

(collect) for
information.

further

Married couple (no kids,
pets) needs 1 or 2 bdrm. apt.
close to campus. 352-5613
evenings.

New Kustom Kasino Amp.
200 wts, 4 10-in spks Best
offer. 354-7914.
67 VW Van. Rebuilt engine,
converted to camper. 3528108.

PERSONALS
For emotional and material
pregnancy aid. call 352-6236
FOR SALE
Surplus Dormitory Furniture-Chairs. Dressers. Etc.
being sold in both large &
small lots by B.G.S.U.
Details and forms for sealed
bids may be obtained at
Graphics Art Building.
Room 107 located on Poe
Road opposite the Airport.
Bid opening Monday. July 16
at 10 a.m.
Camera. Konica 35mm.
SLR. good for beginners.
352-0040.
Sculptors: Mich. Alabaster.
4 Sale tl/lb. 353-2401.
For Sale: Mobile Home 10 x
50. Walking distance from
campus. Call 352-8585.

1970 BSA 500. 1700 or best
offer. Call before 4:30. 6862392
Apt-sized bar. All wood, formica top. Sturdy handmade
construction. 352-7142.
FOR RENT
Female rmml for fall. 8195
p/qtr. 352-4578 before 2 p.m.
3-person furnished apt. for
rent. M5 month person 228
S. College. 625-5592 Sandusky. Ohio.
Very large 2 bedroom apartment available for immediate summer oocupancy.
Completely furnished with
wall to wall carpet, cable
vision, ail conditioning,
laundry facilities and all
utilities included except
electric. Now only f 150 per
month. Call 352-5657 or 3596
for appointment. You'll hate
yourself if you miss this one.

July 6 The Bfc.'Pnge

Bowling
Green's
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Hockey team has new coach
By Gary H. Wbleskl
Sporti Editor
The vacant position of
head hockey coach at the
University has been filled by
Ron Mason, former head
hockey coach ol seven years
at Lake Superior State
College of S.iuli Saint Marie.
Mich
l)r
Sam
Cooper,
chairman of the health and
physical education department,
announced
the
appointment of Mason
Tuesday afternoon Mason
becomes
Bli's
second
varsity coach and succeeds

Jack Vivian who resigned in
May to become general
manager of the Cleveland
Crusaders ol the World
Hockey Association.
Mason, who coached l-ake
Superior to live National
Association of
Inter
collegiate Athletic (NAIA)
Tournament championships
in seven years, also will be
an assistant prolessor in
BU's health and physical
education department
AT BG, Mason will inherit
a young and productive
hockey team that has
compiled a 68 M 8 record

against some of the
strongest teams in the country In four years of varsity
status, the Falcons have
either won a league title or a
tournament championship,
including last seasons first
place finish in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association's ICCHAI Tournament
Mason, 33 years old. was
selected from 35 candidates
who applied for the job by a
five-man committee, consisting of Athletic Director
Dick Young. Dr. Carl Hall
berg, professor ol biology
and
Mid-American Conlerence faculty representative. Mike Hartley, caplain of the 1973-74 hockey
team. Dr. Sam Cooper, and
Jim Huehl. Ice Arena
director
Even with the current athletic budget cuts. Mason
said. Wecan operate at full
power with no budget cuts
We'll also be able to continue Jack Vivian s program
and further il so 11(1 is a
National Collegiate Athletic
Association I NCAA I contender ami a championship
team
"THERE'S no doubt in my
mind that we have hired one
ol the I most hockey coaches
in the nation to keep our

program on the move." said
Dick Young
"Ron did a
great job in building an
excellent hockey program at
Lake Superior, and his
record speaks for itself."
During his seven years at
Lake Superior,
Mason
coached his hockey team to
a 128-47-8 record, including
the 1971-72 NAIA championship and three runner-up
finishes.
Mason's teams also won
four International Collegiate
Hockey Association (ICHA)
championships
while
developing 20 NAIA All
Americans at
Lake
Superior Last year his team
had a 20-10 record, finished
second in the CCHA. shared
the ICHA championship and
defeated BG's hockey team
six times in eight meetings.
"HOCKEY certainly has a
great future at BG and I'm
very happy to have a chance
to be part of it." said Mason
The facilities are second to
none and I'm very excited
about the prospect of
coaching here next year
He continued. "This was a
tough decision to make since
I..ike Superior also has a
bright future in hockey But
at BG I will have the opportunity to pursue my

graduate work. I also like
the location for recruiting
with its closeness to Detroit
and my home area ol southern Ontario."
A native of Seaforth. Ont.,
Mason received a bachelor
of science degree at St.
Lawrence University of New
York in 1964. and his
masters degree from the
University of Pittsburgh in
1965 He played four years of
varsity hockey at St.
Lawrence and was captain
and leading scorer on the
team his senior year. He
also was a two-time All-East
hockey selection

Newtpheto by Oene J Puikor
Glen rotter, tenior (Ed.) got* hie heart checked by
an electrocardiogram machine by Dr. Richard
Bowert, director of human performance and
attiitant profeteor of health and physical
education.

Are you tired of popping
the button on your jeans
evcrytime you sit down"' Is
that old BUSH T-shirt your
parents bought you at preregistration in need of
replacement"' Now there's a
new intramural club
especially for you.
The Century Club, begun
last May. hopes to "involve
the entire University
community, (acuity, staff
and students in a program
that will provide them with
a greater understanding and
appreciation of what it
means to be physically fit."
said Maury Sandy, intramurals director.
After being in distance
for two months, the club has
a membership of 50 faculty,
staff and students
We
realize that the club began

at an awkward time, but we
hope to pick up a few people
who are interested in the
program this summer, and
really expand this fall. The
program here was modeled
after a similar program at
the University of Nebraska,
which after one year in
existance has over 250
members."
commented
Sandy
The club's name, the
Century Club, was derived
from the fact that the goal of
each member is to
accumulate a total of 100
units A person receives one
unit by either jogging one
mile, swimming one-fifth of
a mile, bicycling four miles,
or by walking for one hour
A T-shirt will be awarded
the person that accumulates
the 100 units within a fourmonth period Awards lor
further accomplishments

Larry Coyer, defensive
coordinator for Ohio's per
rennial high school football
power.
Massillon
High
School, has been named as
an assistant football coach
at the University for the
coming season.
Coyer, who also has three
years of college experience
as an assistant coach at
Marshall
University,
replaces Gary Tranquil! on
coach Don Nehlen's staff
Tranquill resigned in May to

will
include.
the
presentation of a certificate
at the completion of 300
units with placement of your
name on a permanent
plaque after accomplishing
500 units in one school year.
"We know there are a
great number of people that
are running on their own in
an attempt to stay in shape,
said Hi Richard Bowers,
director of the human
performance
laboratory
The club will try to reach
these people as well as new
people and help provide
direction, information and
motivation for them to keep
up their program.
For those wishing to join
the Century Club, contact
Mr. Sandy at the intramural
office. 201 Memorial Hall

DEAN O.
DUNCAN
capped a line spring effort
with BG's Lacrosse Club by
scoring two goals and one
assist for the team
BRUCE ANDERSON, a
standout golf and hockey
performer from Willowdale.
Ont.. had signed and
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great deal to our football
program at Bowling Green
Our entire staff is most
happy that he will be with us
next year."
Staying at Massillon for
three years. Coyer saw his
defensive unit shut out 16

teams in 30 games, give up
only 91 points in three
seasons, for a modern
Massillon
record, and
become the 1972 Ohio high
school football champs
Coyer, a
30-year-old
bachelor,
started his
coaching career in 1965 at
Marshall University as a
defensive backfield coach
During his three years
there. Coyer, who also was
head wrestling coach for
one year, saw his defensive
squad rank among the top 20
teams in the nation in pass
defense
IN IMS. Coyer look on the
duties of head football coach
at Martins Ferry High
School in Ohio During his
two-year stay he guided a
team that had not won a
game in almost three years
to an overall 7-13 record
before moving to Massillon
Before receiving his
bachelor's degree from
Marshall in 1965. Coyer was
a three-year letterman for
the Thundering Herd in
football and wrestling He
was an All-Mid-American
Conference first team defensive halfback in 1964 while
ranking among the national
leaders in punt returns. On
the mats he placed third in
the MAC as a heavyweight
in 1964 and was second at 177
pounds on 1965
Coyer was a member of
the MAC Academic Team in
football and received

SALE

of Ohio's soccer champion.
Cleveland State University.
to the roster
SYRACUSE University, a
traditional eastern power,
will be BG s first football
opponent. Sept 15. for the
1973-74 season

SUMMER SCUBA CLASS

Baseball Scoreboard
AMKKK AM !• :\<;l I

r etui ned a national letter ol
intent to attend the University He plans to play golf
and hockey for the Falcons
BG'S 10-GAME soccer
schedule for 1973 has been
highlighted with the addition

become an assistant roach
at the Naval Academy.
In completing his staff
assignments for the 1973
season. Nehlen said Coyer
will coach the defensive
secondary
while Mario
Russo will assume the
duties of defensive
coordinator in addition to
coaching the defensive ends
and tackles Coyer also will
be an instrucotr in the health
and physical education
department.
"WE HAD many appli
cants for the job and after
interviewing several of
them. I am convinced that
Larry is one of the finest
young coaches in America."
said
Nehlen
"His
experience at both the
college and high school
levels of coaching will lend a

Super Summer

BG sports happenings
DAVE WOTTLE and Ken
1'opejoy of Michigan State
have been named to the 1973
All-Mideast track squad as
mile runners The selection
was made by the Track and
Field Writers of America
Wottle also will be featured
in this weeks issue of
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

The petition of head hotkey coach wen filled lost Tuesday at
Ron Mo.on. right, accepted the tatk of gitting the hockey
team bock on the winning i»od

Assistant coach picked

Stopping button popping
By Geee J. I'eikir

CourlMy of Kawi S»r.K«

Press
conference

honorable mention on the
1964 Ail-American Academic Football Team
Bowling Green's other
assistant football coaches
for 1973 will be Ron
Chismar. offensive coor
(I in., to i
Carl Batter she 11
offensive line. Carlos Jack
son. pass offense coor
dinator. and Dale Strahm
linebacker and middle-guard
coach

■

lorry Coyer

Dorseys
Drugs
500 E. WOOSTER
•By The TracksFeaturing
The Best
Selection of

AMERICAN
GREETING
CARDS
in Bowling Green

(Still In Progress)

We Have The New

AT

"Ziggy", Kewpie &
Holly Hobby
Cards & Posters

OPEN MQN. thru SAT. TO A.M. to 6 P.M.

M0N S»! 9 00 9 30
SUN II 30 3 30

Starts July 23, 1973
Tuesday & Thursday
8-10 P.M. For 5 Weeks
RIGISTIR AT NAT0RIUM
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or
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Use Our Own 30 Day Charge
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ONE DAY ONLY

JLc%ane(/o\
CALL

352-5166
213 N MAIN

Two Spools
of
Thread
for the
Price
Of
One

Sunday
Only
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR R\ST,FREE*HOT

12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

